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our attitude toward other people. Now, attitudes towards (?131)

for instance. I was rather shocked last week to hear that somebody found in

the library upsta±rs one of those find chairs that were given us for the

library, a strong chair, and one of them was found upstairs with a leg of it

broken. Well, now13 3/k of one of those chairs. One of those hadn't

in two years simply worn out so that it broke. Somebody broke the leg of

that chair. Now we all have .... 1k... and we need to work them off, and

we w ought to get outside and work them off in excercise outside. Sometimes

we forget ourselves. And are working off inside where they do damage and

where they injure, and nobody is going to feel that it is a terrifically

bad thing if a person has ...lk-'-... But I can't imagine a person loving the

Lord and loving His Word, and doing anything like that, and not feeling that

he should immediately go, ai and immediately make his ...ik..., and express

his sorrow for his desire to do what ever should be done to içxit

remedy it. But to just leave it and go off ...lk...end of Record 2

Record 3

.....special criticism here, because it is the attitude of sin which is in

the heart and in the mind of everyone of us. But I am sayirg that it is very

vital that we look this attitude in the face and we ±gx1ttx think it

through, and we realize what it means. And we look to the Lord to help each

one of us to overcome this attitude, and to make the progress in classifica

tion that we want them to make, and that we must . make if our life i to

be worth anything whatever in h kingdom. The same is through of reserved

books in the library. I heard just recently of a course in which a book

was assigned and there was one copy in the library, and the copy disappeared,

and I saw a note put up, aix whoever took this book, please come and tell

us about it, when you brought it back, w where you were using it. It is

all right to use it in the library, or in the Van Dyk room, but there are

thirty other xkxU students needing the book, and for wx somebody to walk

off and keep J;m x to himself for a period of time so that no one else

can get at this book, it is just the same if you took money out of the poeket
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